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excessive strain on the plantar fascia. Conversely, patients with
high-arched foot types are unable to adequately evert. Maintaining a rigid or partially compensated foot structure can put undue
strain on the fascia. In addition, a leg-length discrepancy or ankle
equinus can exacerbate fascia-band tension.
It may seem somewhat contradictory that a high-arched, rigid
foot and its opposite—a foot prone to eversion—would both
develop symptoms of PF. In a Podiatry Today article from November 2006, Paul Scherer, DPM, presents the theory that inversion
of the forefoot to rearfoot (causing midtarsal joint supination)
may be “the primary biomechanical fault or primary etiology
in mechanically induced heel pain.” Thus, strain on the plantar
fascia has more to do with the forefoot-to-rearfoot relationship
than a specific foot type. Géza Kogler, PhD, CO, LO, LPed (IL),
and colleagues have completed research indicating that forefoot
valgus posting, using a lateral forefoot wedge (causing midtarsal
joint pronation) helps reduce strain on the PA (Journal of Bone
& Joint Surgery, 1999;81A:1403–13). Both of these ideas are supported by a 2009 paper from Singapore (Annals of the Academy
of Medicine, Singapore, 2009;38(10):869–75/PMID:19890578)
that proposes that “PF may result when the plantar fascia enthesis fail to adapt to compressive, bending, or shearing forces rather
than tensile forces.”
The good news is that heel pain that is mechanical in
origin potentially has a mechanical solution. The Stepping Out
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article in the July 2011 issue of The O&P EDGE, “The Effectiveness
of Foot Orthotics” (www.oandp.com/articles/2011-07_06.asp),
lists six research papers that show the benefits of orthotic therapy in treating PF. If the etiology of the dysfunction can be
determined from your examination, then a properly designed
foot orthotic can alleviate the symptoms. The skill is in
identifying and isolating the major contributing factor. For
example, for patients with an everted heel you should consider
some combination of medial-arch support, extrinsic rearfootvarus posting, and intrinsic medial-heel skive.
Some patients respond well to the addition of heel cushions
or heel-spur, U-shaped cutouts. Such pads may relieve some
point pressure, and they can also help by raising the heel.
Regardless of the specific prescription, a well-fitting and comfortable orthotic suitable to the patient’s lifestyle is crucial to
healing the condition. It is also important to consider the shoes
that will be worn. Supportive shoes with removable inlays, firm
counters, and pitched heels provide a good foundation for an
orthotic device. In the case of runners, if there are signs of obvious wear or midsole compression you should recommend new
running shoes.

Physical Therapy
Beyond orthotics, there are other approaches to address both
the mechanical and soft-tissue aspects of heel pain. Tight muscle
groups can directly limit joint range of motion putting excessive strain on adjoining structures. As a basic model, you could
consider the leg as a single unit with simple joint components
at the foot, ankle, knee, and hip. During ambulation, the limit
of motion will be determined by the tightest joint. In such a
case, the chain is not “as strong as its weakest link” but rather it
is only as free as its tightest link. For example, a tight Achilles
tendon causes a functional equinus, which in turn may result
in calcaneal eversion leading to heel pain. A heel lift may be all
that is necessary to resolve this.
Physical therapy targeted at specific muscle groups such as
the gluteals, hamstrings, or triceps surae can help ensure adequate joint mobility. Home stretching exercises are often prescribed along with targeted icing techniques. Patients play a
critical role in their own recovery based on how faithfully they
follow the regimen. Stretching needs to be done correctly and
consistently, several times a day, if it is to be effective. A gradual
approach with stretches that are slow, long, and static is preferred as the patient recovers.
There is good evidence that low dye strapping helps reduce
heel pain. Correct use of taping can be effective, and it is thought
that it has both a mechanical and proprioceptive component.
Other modalities, including night splints and extracorporeal
shock wave therapy can be beneficial. More advanced cases
may require cortisone injections, anti-inflammatory drugs, and,
finally, surgery. The good news remains: Studies show up to 90
percent of instances of heel pain are resolved by conservative
measures—when patients adhere to treatment protocols over
several months. O&P EDGE
Séamus Kennedy, BEng (Mech), CPed, is president and co-owner of Hersco Ortho Labs, New
York, New York. He can be reached at seamus@hersco.com or by visiting www.hersco.com
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